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Thirteen had a history of asbestos exposure. All were male and 13 had a history of asbestosis. Ten had an epithelial mesothelioma, 6 had a biphasic histology (connective-type

epithelioid mesothelioma with areas of myofibroblastic proliferation), and 2 had a sarcoma. One patient had a plasma cell myeloma and 6 had a clear cell carcinoma. One patient
had a recurrence of the epithelial mesothelioma after autologous bone marrow transplantation. One had a recurrence of the sarcoma and 2 had recurrences of the clear cell

carcinoma. One had a recurrence of the biphasic histology of the mesothelioma that had not been biopsied before the first mastectomy. All had a median survival of 3.8 years
(range, 0.8-14.9 years). Only 4 had a recurrence, all within 5 years. Eight of the patients who had 1-6 years of follow-up were alive and well without any recurrence and none had
developed signs of fibrosis. We concluded that all patients with mesothelioma are asbestosis related, thus establishing a new definition of mesothelioma. Although it is difficult to
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A: You're running one thread, and that's what's causing your hang. You need to split the code up in different threads (or use a multi-threaded library).
The answer to the second part of your question is to ensure that your application has not been designed to hang. If it hangs, then it's a bug in your

application, not a hang in Linux. For example, if you kill your app with Ctrl-C you should catch the Ctrl-C and print to the screen what you've been doing.
If it hangs, you should be able to print out the stack trace. Q: What characters should be encoded in a Python filename? What characters should be

encoded in Python filenames? I.e. at what characters should I encode strings coming from a user? A: I like to base my encoding on dictionary definitions:
Ensure that your filenames are valid, and can be interpreted by Python. Ensure that your filenames are not corrupted, i.e. use sensible characters rather

than special characters that are going to cause problems (such as quotes or dots in the filename). Use Unicode characters that are in a common
encoding. With regard to the latter point, you might also want to have a quick look at Python's Unicode support. A: PEP8 suggests to encode the

filenames using a-Z letters only and accept Unicode characters. Also, filenames don't necessarily need to be "normal" characters such as a-z. You should
use some language like RLMOSTALLARGE (not that we ever use these letters in Unix systems). edit in 2008-04-19: The PEP8 document suggests not to
encode the filenames and to use only a-z, A-Z, _,., and \ (don't use start_of_word, end_of_word, and numbers except for telephone numbers, where they
can appear) for the characters that are recommended. A: Ensure that the filename isn't pointing to a directory. In Python 2, os.path.exists() will raise an

exception if the path is a directory. Check the examples at Use unicode-compatible methods for string
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